
Assess your security
posture with the
Forcepoint Security Index
The Forcepoint security index lets you see the 
strength of your cloud and web security across 
five key areas: SWG protection, CASB API 
protection, CASB inline protection, user logins and 
agents seen. The Forcepoint security index gives 
you a quick way to evaluate your current state and 
measure progress over time.

Visualize the economic impact of 
your security posture with the 
Insights feature in Forcepoint ONE

Forcepoint Insights provides real-time return on investment for security 
across multiple channels using threat analysis, data security functionality 
and more.
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Forcepoint ONE is the industry’s most flexible single-vendor SASE solution, making Zero Trust 
easier to implement and adopt. We go beyond access control, seamlessly adding 
industry-leading DLP and Secure SD-WAN, along with advanced threat protection throughout 
our ZTNA, CASB and SWG services. Enhanced RBI and CDR capabilities enable Zero-Trust Web 
Access for the most secure browsing experience; safe access to ANY website and downloaded 
documents. Forcepoint is Security. Simplified.

Create custom visualizations
and dashboards
Insights enables the creation of highly customizable 
dashboards and widgets using any measures or
dimensions captured by the Forcepoint ONE
security services. The intuitive console makes it 
easy to correlate data across any metrics you 
choose. Save the correlated data as a widget for
repeated inspection.

See the value of sensitive
data protected by channel
Putting data security policies in place provides the 
necessary telemetry for Zero Trust, but Forcepoint 
goes the extra mile to make it simple to see the 
spread of sensitive data by channel and the value 
that is being protected.

Insights makes it easier than ever
to see the value of a strengthened
security posture
Help your organization get a deeper understanding 
of how your Zero Trust and SASE investments enable 
your hybrid workforce to safely do more and drive 
business forward. 

For more information or to book a demo, visit:

www.forcepoint.com/ONE
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259.06 MB

Data Breach Protection* 

$471.12K
$1.37M

Zero Trust Protection*

$74.25K
$215.32K

Ransomware Protection*

$491.70K
$1.43M

Non-Compliance Protection*

$98.40K
$285.36K

Web

878.83 KB

Proxy

24.61 KB

* Based on industry standards and benchmarks

https://www.forcepoint.com/product/forcepoint-one

